ESI Ergonomic Solutions

4030 E. Quenton Drive, Mesa, AZ, United States

For the following product(s):

**Cable Management:**
Conceal

The product(s) meet(s) all of the necessary qualifications to be certified for the following claim(s):

**level® 1**
Conforms to ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014e Furniture Sustainability Standard

Registration # SCS-SCF-04189
Valid from: September 28, 2016 to September 27, 2019

Stanley Mathuram, PE, Vice President
SCS Global Services
2000 Powell Street, Ste. 600, Emeryville, CA 94608 USA
ESI Ergonomic Solutions

4030 E. Quenton Drive, Mesa, AZ, United States

For the following product(s):
See Addendum
The product(s) meet(s) all of the necessary qualifications to be certified for the following claim(s):

level® 2
Conforms to ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014e Furniture Sustainability Standard

Registration # SCS-SCF-04927
Valid from: March 26, 2018 to September 27, 2019
Certification Addendum

ESI Ergonomic Solutions

Certification: Registration # SCS-SCF-04927 | Valid from: March 26, 2018 to September 27, 2019

Addendum level® 2
Conforms to ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014e Furniture Sustainability Standard

Products: 

**Accessories:**

**CPU Accessories:** CPUMini, Pac-CPUMINI

**Mobile Workstation/Cart:** ACPC-1, CPUCART-1, Titan2-Edge, Titan-Edge, WOW01

**Monitor Arms:** AA330, AA355DS, AA360, AA370, AA750DAT, AA780DAT, Edge, Edge2, Edge2-MAX, Edge2-MS, Edge-MAX, EDGE-MAX-DUAL, Edge-Slat, Edge-Wall, Evolve1-F, Evolve1-FF, Evolve1-FM, Evolve1-M, Evolve2-FF, Evolve2-FM, Evolve2-FMS, Evolve2-FS, Evolve2-MS, Evolve3-FF, Evolve3-FMS, Evolve4-FF, Evolve4-FM, Evolve4-FMS, Evolve4-MS, Evolve6-FF, Evolve6-FMS, Evolve-STUBBY, LTH-Edge

**Monitor Arm Accessories:** EDV-SLD, Encloze, VESA, VESA-HVY

**Tables:** All-Flex

**Table Accessories:** ACCDPO-17-01.5#-BLK, ACCDPO-21-1.5#-BLK, ACPD-01, CPU05, CPULock, TDOCK